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JAB HOLDINGS, LLC, TUBA CITY, AZ

$200,000 Small Business Loan

JAB Holdings, LLC is a majority Native-American owned and operated small business that will provide employment for nine individuals. The business is the first ever Just A Buck dollar store franchise on an American Indian Reservation and the largest Just A Buck store in the franchise’s history.

The loan facility provides the client a term loan to initiate operations and a line of credit for inventory costs during the start-up and stabilization phase of this new small business located in Tuba City, Arizona – one of the Navajo Nation’s largest population, employment and growth centers.

The owner’s ability to attract an equity investor by successfully illustrating the untapped business potential for additional Just A Buck and other small business ventures comes from a lifetime of work as a local Native Art entrepreneur as well as a community administrator and policy advocate. Native Capital Access is proud to support the growth and development of local tribal economies that provide jobs creation opportunities, increased retention and circulation of local dollars as well as amenities typically unavailable in tribal communities.

Our mission is to advance Tribal self-determination by working as a lender and as an honest broker for unlocking capital resources necessary to build Tribal economies.

Call or visit us online to learn how we can help you make your project a success!

www.nativecapitalaccess.com
855.628.2272